Socialized Germany Howe Frederic C
socialized germany. new york: scrib- 8vo, pp. $i - socialized germany. by frederic c. howe. new york:
scrib- ner, i9i5. 8vo, pp. vii+342. ... in "socialized germany" the author considers state socialism as being in
large measure the explanation of german military efficiency. his chief interest, however, is not in things
military, but is centered around ... published by research american institute reports for ... - frederic c.
howe (an american intellectual who played a leading role in the progressive movement and later served in
franklin roosevelt’s new deal) explained this new german thinking about social welfare in his book socialized
germany (1915): “the [ger-man] state has its finger on the pulse of the worker from the cradle to the grave.
“land monopoly” and twentieth-century american utility policy - frederic c. howe, socialized germany
(new york: charles scribners sons, 1917), 1. shafer, american progressives, 113 .23. 12 eric foner, the story of
american freedom (new york: w.w. norton, 1998), 140. 13 this overlaps slightly with robert johnstons argument
that historians have understated progressivism s democratic elements. bibliography - link.springer bibliography 239 hamilton, stephen f., apprmliceshopfor adullhood, new york and london ... howe, frederic c,
socialized germany, new york 1916 huckemann, stefan and ulrich van sun tum, beschiiftigullgspolitik 1m
jnternaliollalen vergleich, giitersloh 1994 llicke1, eberhard, frankrcich ill hil/ers europa, stuttgart 1966
materials of corporation finance. w. - socialized germany. by frederic c. howe. new york: scrib- ner, i9i5.
8vo, pp. vii+342. ... the relative advantages of socialized control and individual initiative. in "socialized
germany" the author considers state socialism as being ... germany of culture, sweetness, efficiency, and life"
(p. i2). official . marching to bismarck’s drummer: the origins of the modern ... - fare state, frederic
howe, explained the nature of the system in a book called socialized germany: the state has its finger on the
pulse of the worker from the cradle to the grave.his education,his health, and his working efficiency are
matters of constant concern. he is carefully protected from accident by laws and regulation governing
factories.
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